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Jesus of nazareth announced the good news that God was about
to redeem the world. some 350 years later, the church taught
that the far greater part of humanity was eternally condemned.
The earliest community began by preserving the memory and
the message of Jesus; within decades of his death, some chris
tians asserted that Jesus had never had a fleshly human body at
all. The church that claimed the Jewish scriptures as its own
also insisted that the god who had said “Be fruitful and multi
ply” now actually meant “Be sexually continent.” some four
centuries after Paul’s death, his conviction that “all israel will
be saved” (rm 11.26) served to support the christian belief
that the Jews were damned.
What accounts for this great variety in ancient christian
teachings? The short answer is: dramatic mutations in christian
ideas about sin. as these ideas grew and changed in the turbu
lence of christianity’s first four centuries, so too did others:
ideas about God, about the physical universe, about the soul’s
relation to the body, about eternity’s relation to time; ideas
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about christ the redeemer—and, thus, ideas about what peo
ple are redeemed from.
in this book i propose to tell the story of these dramatic mu
tations by focusing on seven ancient figures who together repre
sent flash points in the development of Western christian ideas
about sin. chapter 1, “God, Blood, and the Temple,” concen
trates on two of these figures. The first, Jesus of nazareth, left no
writings of his own; but the gospel traditions from and about
him, surviving in Greek, provide us with glimpses both of the
historical figure and of the various refractions of his legacy from
forty to seventy years after his death. our second figure, Paul,
never knew the historical Jesus; but he was in contact with sev
eral, perhaps many, of Jesus’ original followers, and he became
a tireless spokesman for his own understanding of the gospel
message, which he took to pagan audiences. Paul wrote (more
accurately, dictated) letters to these communities, of which
seven survive in the new Testament. composed mid-first cen
tury ce, these letters represent the earliest writings of the Jesus
movement. Together with the gospels, Paul’s letters would be
continuously interpreted and reinterpreted as later christians
contested with each other over the tradition’s true message and
meaning.
chapter 2, “flesh and the devil,” brings us into the second
century, a period of vital and vigorous diversity. of all the fig
ures whose work we know or know about—and there are many—
i concentrate specifically on three: valentinus, Marcion, and
Justin. These three thinkers cluster in the first half of the cen
tury. each represents distinctly different ways of adjusting the
earlier christian message to its new cultural parameters. But
Justin, through his energetic repudiation of valentinus and
Marcion, set up a dynamic interaction among their three differ
ent theologies, one that eventually established the broad lines
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of later orthodox tradition. Justin’s insistence that Jewish scrip
tures, understood spiritually, encode christianity; that not only
pagan worship but also—and no less—Jewish worship are sin
ful and religiously wrong; that salvation from sin is available
uniquely through christ, as understood uniquely by the “true
church”; that such salvation requires the redemption of the
body: all of these points of principle, which Justin articulated
against his christian competitors mid-century, will echo through
out the evolving tradition that claims for itself the status of
orthodoxy.
chapter 3, “a rivalry of Genius,” compares, finally, the
work of two of the towering intellects of the ancient church,
origen of alexandria and augustine of hippo. each of these
men draws deeply on orthodoxy’s scriptures, old Testament and
new, and each draws no less deeply on the intellectual patri
mony of late Platonism. each stands within the parameters of
orthodoxy as represented by Justin, and yet each produces
ideas about sin—and, thus, about the world, humanity, and
God—that could not contrast more sharply with those of the
other. of the two, origen represents the road not taken by the
church, whereas augustine became a font of subsequent latin
christian doctrine. in the epilogue, finally, i will bring together
all of our figures to see once more how and where they differ
from each other, and to offer some brief closing thoughts on the
ways that the idea of sin, so important in antiquity, now seems
to figure in contemporary american culture.

This essay draws upon my three spencer Trask lectures, which
i had the privilege to give at Princeton University in october
2007. While i have substantially augmented my original pre
sentation, i have kept my focus on the seven figures mentioned
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above precisely because they contrast and compare so vividly
and, i think, usefully. a true historical survey of ancient ideas
of sin would necessarily include many more figures, and it
would be a lot longer than the present work. an investigation of
gradual change—the incremental transformation of prior mate
rials and traditions—could also, in a much longer book, wend
its stately way. and a more phenomenological approach would
dwell on the various ways in which ancient actors gave voice to
the experience of sin, to their feelings in the face of moral fail
ure, of regret, of the mysterious brokenness of the world. such a
study, in short, would be a very different book.
i have elected here instead to sketch a staccato history of
early christian ideas about sin by focusing on those moments
that represent evolutionary jumps—points of “punctuated
equilibrium,” as evolutionary biologists say. i attend not to re
flections on the experience of sin but instead to its very various
conceptualizations; not to long-lived continuities, but to dra
matic changes. of course, the Bible itself, whether in its Jewish
or its christian forms, represents a fundamental line of continu
ity: all of our thinkers support their own views via appeals to its
authority. But they each think about biblical tradition differ
ently. and while Greek-speaking diaspora Jews centuries be
fore Paul had already produced various fusions of hellenistic
and Jewish thought, i concentrate here on Paul himself, and on
the ways that the apocalyptic message of the crucified and re
turning messiah charges and changes his view of the hellenis
tic cosmos and of stoic moral psychology. finally, while various
christian communities could express many shades of convic
tion on the continuum between fervent belief in the imminent
end of all things and (no less) fervent belief in history’s longue
durée, i concentrate on contrasts. Disjunctures are what i want
to lift up here.1
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To begin to trace the rich and complex story of early chris
tian ideas about sin, we need to begin where they began: within
the matrix of late second Temple Judaism. Three first-century
Jews will be our guides: in the land of israel, John the Baptist
and Jesus of nazareth; and in the western, Greek-speaking di
aspora, the apostle Paul. our journey through this early history
starts at a time when leprosy and death defiled, when fire and
water made clean, and when one approached the altar of God
with purifications, blood offerings, and awe. We begin with the
message that the god of israel was about to redeem his people
and establish his kingdom; and that message itself, for christi
anity, begins by the river Jordan.
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